PT-D200 features:

- One-touch keys – quickly access fonts, symbols, frames and patterns
- Graphical display – see how your label will look!
- 8 professional fonts for label variety
- Uses laminated, “TZe” tapes up to 12mm wide – great for indoor or outdoor use
- Easy-access memory, store up to 30 “Favorite” labels
- Includes more than 600 symbols and 95 frames
- 12 Deco Mode patterns, plus 6 name badge formats
- Print 1 or 2 lines of text
- Split-back labels for easy peel and stick
- Operates on 6 x “AAA” batteries or AC adapter (neither included)

Choose from four different label widths:

- **0.13” (3.5mm)**
- **0.23” (6mm)**
- **0.35” (9mm)**
- **0.47” (12mm)**

P-touch® Applications:

So many uses around the home and office! Use your PT-D200 for school projects, file folders, or for cable / wire identification. The possibilities are endless!
PT-D200

Organize Identify Simplify

Use in the Kitchen...

Home Office...

Even in the Garden!

Easily access fonts, frames and symbols with one-touch function keys.

Graphical display lets you preview label layout before printing.

Quickly print stylish Deco Mode labels with the touch of a button.

Create custom labels with one of 8 fonts, 97 frames and more than 600 symbols.

Store 30 of your favorite labels into memory.

Create durable, laminated labels in a variety of colors up to 12mm wide. Great for indoor or outdoor use.

Powered by batteries or AC adapter.*

Create durable, laminated labels in a variety of colors up to 12mm wide.

Great for indoor or outdoor use.

*AC Power Adapter and Batteries Sold Separately

Labels shown are illustrative only. Actual output (such as font and margins) varies. Specifications subject to change without notice.
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